not. I motioned for them to come on in, which I think is what they were waiting for.
Once they made their way over to the Huey the two children (boy 3-4, girl 6-7) were full of questions; are you
getting ready to fly this? (no), is it broken? (mostly). “Hold on, I’ll go get the keys” I said to them, to which the
little girl replied, “I don’t want to go for a ride if it’s mostly broken”. “Okay, well do you just want to sit in it
then?” I asked. Of course they did, what child their age wouldn’t want to sit in a helicopter.
I think the highlight of their day, or maybe their whole week was standing in the open doorway of the Huey
and waving at the pilots of two big, yellow ag planes as they taxied by. I’m not sure who enjoyed that moment
more; the kids, their parents, or the ag pilots.
Even though the Heritage in Flight Museum is small compared to a lot of the other aviation museums I feel
that we’re able to have a more personal experience with our visitors than some of “the big ones”. I think a
lot of our visitors leave with the impression that the airport is not some mysterious place where they really
shouldn’t be, but rather an interesting place to just kill an hour or two; a place to just hang out for no apparent
reason.
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Hope to see you soon
Rick Kidd
President, Heritage in Flight Museum, Inc
Monthly membership meetings are held on the 2nd Saturday of each month at 10:00
am in the museum
barracks
The March meeting is our annual meeting during which three directors are elected

HIF Sponsors Trip to Challenger Learning Center

Founded1980
Heritage in Flight Museum, Inc
1351 Airport Road
Lincoln, IL 62656
501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization
Phone: (217)953-4118

O

n Wednesday December 18th 2019 the sixth grade class from West
Lincoln Broadwell traveled to the Challenger Learning Center (CLC)
on the campus of Heartland Community College in Normal, Il. Their trip to
the CLC was sponsored by the Heritage in Flight Museum through a
bequest HIF received from the estate of Allan Lurie. Allan was a long-time
member of Heritage in Flight, a pilot, and a teacher at Peoria Central High
School.
“Dad would have been very pleased that his legacy was spent on an
educational day for the students at West Lincoln Broadwell,” said his
daughter Celeste Restrepo.

Email: info@heritageinflight.org
Web Page: www.heritage-in-flight.org
Facebook: @HIFmuseum
Current Directors 2020-2021
Rick Kidd, Pres
Barry Miller, VP
Art Williams, Sec / Treasurer
Larry Whitbeck
Tom Wachtel
Clyde Zellers Marv
Boss
Fred Leibach
John Grimsley

This year the student’s mission at CLC was Rendezvous With a Comet.
The students were divided into two teams, one at Mission Control on
Earth, and the other on the orbiting space station. The goal of the mission
was to launch a probe from the space station to pass through the tail of
the comet to collect information on all sorts of parameters.
The students were prepared for their day at the Challenger Learning
Center by West Lincoln Broadwell science teacher Barb Bowlby and math
teacher Val Mammen. “We spent three weeks in class going through the
lessons that would help the students focus on their mission,” said Mrs.
Mammen. Both Mrs. Bowlby and Mrs. Mammen have been through the
Challenger Learning Center teacher preparation course many times, so
their students are always at the top of their game when they get to CLC.
And it shows. While the main mission was the launch of the probe, the
students were also engaged in other duties that were necessary for the
safe and successful conclusion of the mission. They learned to work
together at their tasks, how to respond to emergencies, and how to

follow the detailed instructions
for the successful completion
of the mission.
The day was a complete
success, and the students
were congratulated by video
by astronaut Scott Altman, a
central Illinois native. After
the successful conclusion of
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the mission, the class took a one hour physics lesson taught by a
member of the Challenger Learning Center staff.
It was a busy and exciting day for the students. A trip to the Challenger
Learning Center with real life experiential problem solving situations is not
your typical day in the classroom. “This is an experience our students will
remember for a long time,” said Mrs. Bowlby.
On Saturday January 11th, 2020 one of the students, John Bivin along with

HIF Sponsors Trip to Challenger Learning Center
Mrs. Bowlby and Mrs. Mammen attended our monthly meeting to report on their experience. They brought
with them many hand made cards and letters thanking HIF for their sponsorship.
“This was the most enthusiastic group of students we have taken to CLC,” said Mrs. Bowlby.
“WLB has been taking an annual trip to CLC every year for the past twenty years. We were one of the first
schools to attend when the CLC opened,” said Mrs. Mammen.
WLB student John Bivin explained what the trip meant to him. “I learned about setting goals, how to better
communicate with my fellow crew members, and how to handle unexpected emergencies,” he explained.
For more information on the Challenger Learning Center visit: https://www.heartland.edu/clc/
Article by HIF member Curtis Fox
(This story first appeared in the Dec. 26, 2019 edition of The Lincoln Daily News)
http://archives.lincolndailynews.com/2019/Dec/26/NEWS/today_wlbclc.shtml
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Flown West
David R. (Dave) Shinneman passed away on Wednesday, February 13, 2019 at the age of 73
Dave was a longtime member of HIF, a flight instructor, and friend to many.

A

Progress Being Made On Our Sign Post

fter several years of being without our
M*A*S*H style signpost (the original was
pulled out of the ground and stolen) we decided it
was time to work on a replacement. Although it
isn’t an exact replica of our missing one this post
will be much harder to walk away with. Many HIF
members contributed to this effort, including Rick
Kidd, Larry Whitbeck, Tom Wachtel, Curt Fox, and
Art Williams to name a few. When it came time to
actually paint the arrows we turned to Logan
County Arts president Jason Hoffman, who then
enlisted the help of the LCA members. They did a
fantastic job on the lettering. LCA member and
owner of Lincoln Art Institute Moses Pinkerton

then applied a clear sealer over the lettering to
protect them from the weather. Also contributing
her talents was Natalia from Logan County
Airframe & Engine. She painted an arrow in
recognition of her hometown, St.
Petersburg Russia.
There are just a few more arrows waiting to be
painted and installed and then we can work on
some kind of landscaping around the post.
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to Heritage In Flight Museum to learn a little
bit about history and aviation. They enjoy wandering around the static
displays and imagining what it would be like fly in the various aircraft.

O

n the right are visitors from the Christian
Child Care posing in the open doorway of the Huey during their
June 20, 2019 field trip to HIF. Without volunteers we simply would not
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be able to accommodate these types of tours. Please consider helping
out so we can continue to provide this valuable service to our youth.
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An Eerie F-4 Phantom Tale
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Searchlight News

T

he Searchlight crew operated the 800,000,000
candle power light each Friday and Saturday
evening in October at Riverside Park in Springfield.
Thanks to lead operator Rick Smith the light ran
flawlessly each night. We managed to earn a
decent profit even though the job was rained out a
few nights.
The searchlight crew members are: Rick Smith, Tom
Wachtel, Larry Whitbeck, John Grimsley, Glen
Anders, and Rick Kidd.

A

s of this writing our 1965

W

e entered a float in the Sounds of Christmas
parade in downtown Lincoln on December
5, 2019. Our float consisted of the searchlight and
the children’s flight simulator. Thanks to Tom
Wachtel our entry was alive with Christmas music.
Participating in the parade this year were driver
Tom
Wachtel, light operator Rick Smith, banner carriers
Larry Collins and Rick Kidd, and simulator pilot
Sydnie 8 of Mt. Pulaski.
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Cessna 172G is scheduled for
its annual inspection to be
conducted by Keith Aero in
Pekin. There are currently
around 15 members who are
eligible to fly the aircraft. It has
been reported that 54L is flying
very well. Hopefully there will
not be any significant issues
uncovered during the annual
and we will be able to enjoy
many hours of flying during the
upcoming warmer weather.

West Lincoln-Brodwell Students Tour
Heritage In Flight Museum

O

n November 8, 2019 HIF volunteers conducted One group would start in the hangar with the tours of
the museum for upwards of 200 opportunity to fly in the ever popular childrens
students from the West Lincoln-Broadwell School.
simulator while another group toured each static
Children from all grades started arriving by bus in
display outside, and the third group started
shifts early in the morning and continued well into
inside Burke Hall, the main museum barracks.
the afternoon.
Although it was a cold and windy day everyone

As students arrived, we gave them a brief overview
of what they would experience and then we split
the students up into three groups that would rotate
through three areas of the grounds with HIF
docents
explaining and answering questions.

seemed to enjoy their visit.
Critical for the day’s success were; Larry and Joy
Whitbeck, Curt Fox, Tom Wachtel, Dave Last, Art
Williams, Larry Collins, and Joe Schaler.
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Can You Spare A Few Hours?

O

ur membership meetings are always held on the second Saturday of the month at 10:00 am in the
museum barracks, or weather permitting in the hangar. These meetings are an excellent way of staying
in touch with what’s going on and getting to know some of our newest members. Please consider attending
the meetings and bring a friend if you wish.

